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Validation: What Does This Mean
And How To Help The Person With
Borderline Personality Disorder!
By Sheryl Bruce, Counselor
An overview of Valerie Porr’s Book Overcoming Borderline Personality Disorder:
A Family Guide for Healing and Change
(2010).*
Families must try new strategies especially
when their loved one refuses to get help.
Be assured that I do not want to blame parents for causing the problem. Parents have
been blamed for far too many years. However parents can change their attitudes and
improve their communication skills which
will help their adult child. When parents
use validation the emotionality of a person
with borderline will decrease. This strategy
will help those with ill spouses and/or ill
parents too.
because of an emotional vulnerability of
Validation is mentioned in Marsha Linehan’s the child and maladaptive or inadequate
responses from their environment to emoSkills Training Manual for Treating Bordertion modulation strategies. She suggests
line Personality Disorder (BPD). To underthat a child can have problems either
stand validation we need to understand
because parents are unable to sooth their
the biosocial theory of BPD. The Main
children due to the child’s over emotionaltenet of Linehan’s biosocial theory is that
“the core disorder in BPD is emotional dys- ity and /or the over emotionality of the
regulation. In other words people with BPD child creates an environment that causes
the parents to react in invalidating ways.
have difficulties regulating several, if not
For example it could be that the behaviour
all, their emotions.” There is a biological
component and an environmental compo- of the child is overly intense and parents
react in strong ways –ignoring, telling the
nent. She posits that their problems occur

child they are over dramatic, shouting,
hitting or disciplining. None of these ways
validate a child’s feelings; in fact they are
the opposite. Any time that you deny what
the person is feeling they are not being
validated. People who suffer due to Borderline feel emotions as intensely as they
display their distress. They are not faking
and they can’t stop it. But with treatment
they can learn ways to feel in control. You
need to understand that they believe their
reality even if, to you, it is not logical. If
you can acknowledge their suffering and,
acknowledge that the distortions of reality are troubling to them then their stress
will go down; they will feel that someone
finally understands. If you decide that
they should be acting differently –“more
normally” -you are not validating them and
the person will feel criticized. This affects
their self esteem. I encourage you to look
at your loved one in a different way which
will help you to change your approach and
you will have more positive interactions
with them.
Valerie Porr states that “The first crucial
step toward family relationship repair is
accepting that the person is doing the best
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Calendar of Events
CONFERENCE

TRAINING FOR CAREGIVERS

RECOVERY FROM
MENTAL ILLNESS

NAMI

(OPEN TO ALL)

Tuesday, March 13, 9:00 — 10:00 a.m.
(followed by a discussion period)
Guest Speaker: Myra Piat, Researcher,
Douglas Mental health University Institute
Dorval Community Center Sarto
Desnoyers
1335 Lakeshore Drive

WORKSHOPS
ARE YOU AWARE OF YOUR
AVAILABLE TAX BENEFITS?
(English)
Guest Speaker: David Hazan, C.A.
Monday, March 5th at 7:00 p.m.

HOW TO SET HEALTHY BOUNDARIES
(English)

Come join a workshop focusing on defining your boundaries and exploring the blocks to limit setting. We discuss what
is involved in developing an action plan, keeping your sanity
and how to maintain the frame! We will explore these themes
through several mediums. Come join the fun! Must register.

May 24 — June 14, Thursdays, 6:30 — 8:30 p.m.

NOURISH THE PART THAT WANTS TO LIVE: A
workshop for families on suicide prevention

(English & French)
Have you had to intervene in a loved one’s suicidal crisis? Or
fear that one day you may have to? This workshop on suicide
prevention will help you to understand suicidal and self harming tendencies and give you concrete tools to intervene appropriately when necessary. Must register.

March 12 & 19, Mondays, 6:30 — 9:00 p.m.

ART THERAPY
FOR CAREGIVERS
Mondays ($2/workshop)
English & French: 1:00— 3:00 p.m.
Must register.

Info: (514) 636-6885

(English)
The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI)
educational course entitled Family-to-Family
will be given, in English, at Friends for Mental
Health, West Island. This 12-week course deals
with mental illness and is geared towards family
members with a relative who suffers from a mental illness.
Must register.
March 12 — June 7, Mondays, 7:00 — 9:30 p.m.

BIPOLAR DISORDER: WHAT IS IT AND HOW
TO BETTER MANAGE IT?
(French; $20 for materials)

This 10 week psychoeducational program on Bipolar Disorder
has been designed to help family members with a loved one
suffering from Bipolar Disorder. Must register.
March 8 — May 10, Thursdays, 6:30 — 8:30 p.m.

SUPPORT GROUPS
PSYCHOSIS

English & French: First Tuesday of the month, 7:00 — 9:00p.m.
Must register.

BIPOLAR

English & French: Third Tuesday of the month, 6:30 — 8:30
p.m.
Must register.

BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER
English & French:
Fourth Tuesday of the month, 6:30 — 8:30 p.m.
Fourth Wednesday of the month, 1:00 — 3:00 p.m.
Must register.

YOUTH

Do you have a parent, sibling or friend with a mental illness?
Would you like to meet and talk with a group of your peers
who share similar difficulties? Must register.
First Monday of the month, 4:30-6:30 p.m.

NAVIGATORS

Social club for children who have completed the Anna workshops. Must register.
Friday, May 25
5:00 — 8:00 p.m.

When a parent has bipolar disorder...
What kids want to know

and may stay awake longer.

Children have a lot of questions when someone in their family is sick. When children
don’t have answers to their questions, they
tend to come up with their own, which can
be incorrect and scary!
When the family member’s illness is bipolar disorder, it often becomes a secret that
nobody talks about. All children need some
explanation and support, geared to their age,
to help them understand bipolar disorder.
Each parent and child’s “beginning conversation” about bipolar disorder will be different depending on the child’s age and ability
to manage the information. You know your
children best.
This information will help prepare you
(whether you are the well parent, the parent with bipolar disorder, a grandparent or
another adult in the child’s life) to take the
first step. If you have already started talking to a child about bipolar disorder, this
brochure will give you more information to
keep the conversation going. It lists common
questions children have about their parent’s
bipolar disorder, as well as suggestions for
how to answer their questions.

• Bipolar disorder is what causes the
mood changes. The moods go in cycles.
• One parent said, “It was very hard
because when I was high, I felt I could do
anything. I didn’t sleep or eat properly, and
spent money excessively. The lows were
very debilitating; I couldn’t get out of bed,
lost all interest in my work, in myself, my
hobbies and my friends. The depression is
the hard part. It makes it difficult to get
out of bed.”

Questions kids have
What is bipolar disorder?How does bipolar
disorder work?
• Bipolar disorder is an illness that affects
how a person feels, thinks and acts. It is a
sickness in the brain.
• When people have bipolar disorder, their
brain works differently from the usual way.
Our brains help us to think, feel and act in
certain ways. When people have bipolar
disorder, they think, feel and act differently
from how they do when they’re well.
• There is almost always two different
phases with bipolar disorder — lows called
depression and highs called mania. During
a low phase, the person is sad and often
withdrawn. This is called depression. During
a high phase, the person is either way too
happy or way too angry. The person is very
energetic and more outgoing than usual. This
is called mania. At other times, the person is
his or her usual self.
• Having bipolar disorder is not a weakness.
• Bipolar disorder can vary from person to
person — it can be mild, or it can be a more
difficult struggle.

What does a “low mood,” or depression,
mean? What does it look like?
• When people have low moods, they may
be sad and cry a lot. They might also feel
impatient and irritable and get more angry
than usual.
• A parent in a low mood might not want
to do things with the family like playing,
talking or driving them places.
• They may get tired more easily and
spend a lot of time in bed.
• Sometimes the low moods make them
have trouble concentrating or thinking.
• The low moods may make them worry a
lot more than usual.
• Their thinking may seem strange.
• They might have a bad attitude about
life, or not think highly of themselves.

Why does my dad act the way he does? How
does it feel to have bipolar disorder? What
goes on in my mom’s head when she’s not
herself?
• Bipolar disorder causes people to act in
ways that are different from how they usually act.

What does a “high mood”, or mania, mean?
What does it look like?
• When people have high moods, they
may feel like they are on top of the world,
that they have “super powers” and can do
anything. One parent described it as feeling really, really excited about something
all of the time.
• They might spend more money, dress or
act differently and say unusual things.
• However, high moods can also make
them feel impatient and angrier.
• They might talk really fast, make quick
decisions and seem distracted.
• They might not want to sleep as much

How will bipolar disorder affect me? How will
it affect my family?
• Bipolar disorder can affect the person with
the illness, as well as other family members, in
many different ways. (*This would be an opportunity for the parent to discuss his or her
own symptoms with the child.)
• It can be very hard living with a parent who
has bipolar disorder because that person may
do or say things that make children feel bad,
scared, sad, angry and often confused. This
can happen when the parent is in a high or
low mood. Sometimes it can feel like a parent
with mood swings thinks mostly about himor herself and doesn’t care much about what
the kids think and feel.
• Bipolar disorder can make people feel
ashamed so they don’t always want to talk
about it.
• Remember that people with bipolar disorder will have their usual moods between the
high and low moods. As the high or low mood
improves, the person slowly starts acting
more like him- or herself again.
What causes bipolar disorder? How does it
start?
• Chemicals in the brain that are off balance
cause bipolar disorder. But we don’t know
for sure what makes the chemicals go off
balance. In some cases, symptoms can appear
suddenly for no known reason. In other cases,
the symptoms seem to come after a life crisis,
stress or illness.
• Bipolar disorder may also be genetic or inherited. However, it will usually not be passed
to children. About one in 10 children of a
parent with bipolar disorder will develop the
illness. Nine out of 10 will not.
• It’s unclear why, but some people get bipolar disorder more easily than others do.
• The child is not the cause of the parent’s
bipolar disorder.
Will the bipolar disorder ever be fixed?
• While there is no cure yet, the good news is
that bipolar disorder is treatable. Most people
with bipolar disorder manage very well with
ongoing treatment and find that the illness is
kept under control most of the time so they
can lead a normal life.
• Almost everyone who gets treated will
improve and some may get completely better. While there is always a chance that the
bipolar disorder will come back, medicine can
often prevent this from happening.
• If the mood problems do come back, they
can be treated again.
How can my mom or dad get better?
• Many different
Continued on page 7
treatments are

In Praise of Sadness

We seem to have become afraid of sadness. There’s been so much emphasis on happiness, positive thinking and invincible self-esteem; we are in danger of forgetting that an important part of
being a complete person is learning to handle the tough stuff as well.
Obviously, positive emotions are more enjoyable, but it’s perfectly normal to be engulfed by waves
of grief and stymied by feelings of despair. All those emotions have something to teach us about
ourselves, and without them we’d never know what happiness is.
But it all depends on what we mean by “happiness,” so let’s start at the beginning. The Greek
philosopher Aristotle taught that the ideal was the life of eudaimonia -a word usually translated
as “happiness”. But Aristotle was not talking about a life of sensory pleasure, nor was he endorsing
a life detached from reality by the delusion that things are (or should be) better than they actually
are.

His idea of happiness comes much closer to our word wholeness. For Aristotle, eudaimonia was about living in accordance with reason; fulfilling our sense of purpose; doing our civic duty; living virtuously; being fully engaged with the world; and, especially, experiencing the richness of human love and friendship.
When individuals experience sudden and dramatic change —divorce, bereavement, loss of employment, life-threatening illness—their
anxiety levels rise and they typically report feelings of stress and even occasional panic.
I fear that happiness might be taking on a new meaning in response to our desire for control: We’re in danger of treating happiness as a
symptom or a sign that we’re in control, which means that, by contrast, sadness would be a sign that we’re not— as if we can choose to
be either happy or sad.
Thinking positively is better than thinking negatively. But thinking realistically has even more to commend it, and being realistic acknowledges that the richness of life lies in the interplay between light and shade.
“Cheer up!” we say to each other, but why should we try to induce a chirpy emotional state in someone who is passing through the
shadows or dealing with loss of disappointment. “We are healed of a suffering only be experiencing it to the full.”
Most people report that their really significant personal growth and development has come from pain and suffering, not pleasure. So
when we need to be sad, it’s a mistake to rush the process of dealing with our sadness, our disappointment or our distress. Happiness
usually visits us in quick bursts, but the darker emotions need time to do their work.
By Hugh Mackay taken from Reader’s Digest November 2011

Defeat Depression Day
On May 27th, 2012, Canadians are taking part in the Mood Disorders Society
of Canada’s inaugural Defeat Depression Day to raise awareness of depression
and to reduce the stigma associated with the illness.
This campaign will involve a walk, run and/or ride in each community and will
have a family focus. By bringing families out together to participate in the event, we will be creating an environment that will encourage family members to speak openly about depression and other mood disorders. Participation in these events will not only raise
awareness amongst families, but also bring attention to mental illness and reduce the stigma often associated with the illness. This
campaign will also raise funds to assist local non-profit mental health organizations deliver services and supports.
In developing the campaign, one of the key components we wanted to attain was to provide Canadians a method to help raise revenue to support the work of local non-profit mental health organizations in tackling depression and stigma, and providing support for
persons affected by mental illness and their families. As such, we wanted to build in a fair, community-focused revenue sharing plan.
The ‘share model’ calls for:
•
A minimum of 65% of funds raised to go directly to the local non-profit mental health organization(s) taking part in this event.
•
An allowance of 10% would be retained by the local non-profit mental health organization to cover the local event costs. If
these event costs are covered through community sponsorships, this additional 10%, or unspent portion thereof, would also go towards the local share, bringing it up to 75%.
•
The 25% of revenues going to the Defeat Depression national campaign would be assigned to develop resources and supports,
(the first year we are targeting developing student and youth resources). Funds would also go towards developing resources, managing
and expanding the annual campaign, producing campaign materials, registration management, marketing, financial oversight and report
development, website and technical management and overall administrative, shipping/ postage, and support for local sites needed to
run the national campaign. Funds would also be used to develop further resources and materials for the campaign. All materials developed will be available to all Canadians, and for use by all mental health organizations.
If you’re interested in participating in this campaign please let us know at (514) 636-6885.

Mental Health Week May 7 - 13, 2012
Mental Health Week is an annual national event that takes place during the first week in May to encourage people from all walks of
life to learn, talk, reflect and engage with others on all issues relating to mental health. The theme for this year is, “Mental Health for
All”.
“Mental Health For All” Fact Sheet
Maintaining our mental health means striking a balance in all aspects of your life: social, physical, spiritual, economic and mental.
Reaching a balance is a learning process. At times, you may tip
the scales too much in one direction and have to find your footing again. Your personal balance will be unique, and your own
individual challenge will be to stay mentally healthy by keeping
that balance.
It’s important to take time to think about your
emotional well-being and your “mental fitness.”
Assess your emotional health regularly. Consider
the particular demands or stresses you are facing
and how they are affecting you.
Give yourself permission to take a break from
your worries and concerns. Recognize that dedicating even a short time every day to your mental fitness will reap significant benefits in terms
of feeling rejuvenated and more confident.
Here are some simple ways to practice mental
fitness:
Learn ways to cope with negative thoughts –
Negative thoughts can be insistent and loud.
Learn to interrupt them. Don’t try to block them (that never
works), but don’t let them take over. Try distracting yourself or
comforting yourself, if you can’t solve the problem right away.
You might want to try focusing on an issue in a more balanced
way (e.g. - try looking at all sides of an issue rather than from just
one point of view).

call times when you have experienced pleasure, comfort, tenderness, confidence, or other positive emotions.
Set personal goals – Goals don’t have to be ambitious. You might
decide to finish that book you started three
years ago; to take a walk around the block every day; to learn to
knit or play bridge; to call your friends instead of
waiting for the phone to ring. Whatever goal you
set, reaching it will build confidence and a sense
of satisfaction. Writing the goal down, giving
yourself a timeline, and telling others about your
goals can all increase your chances of success.
Do new things/challenge yourself – Challenging
yourself can help to increase your motivation and
to set personal goals.
Keep a journal (or talk regularly to loved ones!) –
Expressing yourself after a stressful day can help
you gain perspective, release tension and even
boost your body’s resistance to illness.
Share humour – Life often gets too serious, so
when you hear or see something that makes you
smile or laugh, share it with someone you know. A
little humour can go a long way to keeping us mentally fit!
Volunteer – Volunteering is called the “win-win” activity because
helping others makes us feel good about ourselves. At the same
time, it widens our social network, provides us with new learning
experiences and can bring balance to our lives.

Do one thing at a time – For example, when you are out for a
walk or spending time with friends, turn off your cell phone and
stop making that mental “to do” list. Take in all the sights, sounds
and smells you encounter.

Treat yourself well – Cook yourself a good meal. Have a bubble
bath. See a movie. Call a friend or relative you haven’t talked to in
ages. Sit on a park bench and breathe in the fragrance of flowers
and grass. Whatever it is, do it just for you.

Exercise – Regular physical activity improves psychological wellbeing and can reduce depression and anxiety. Joining an exercise
group or a gym can also reduce loneliness, since it connects you
with a new set of people sharing a common goal.

Taken from www.mentalhealthweek.ca

Enjoy hobbies – Taking up a hobby brings balance to your life by
allowing you to do something you enjoy because you want to do
it, free of the pressure of everyday tasks. It also keeps your brain
active.
“Collect” positive emotional moments – Make it a point to re-

Canadian Mental Health Association: http://www.cmha.ca/
During the Mental Health week this year, Friends for Mental
Health will have a booth at the entrance of the Lakeshore
General Hospital on May 7th & 8th. The booth will offer
individuals information about Friends and the services we offer in
additiion to general information regarding mental illness. Please
let us know if you would be interested in volunteering for this
event.

Website About Schizophrenia
Information And Support
Janssen Inc. has developed an interesting website entitled mentalwellness.ca. dedicated to providing information and support to
Canadian schizophrenia patients along with their caregivers and healthcare providers. The website includes videos that provide “virtual
hallucinations” to help you experience what it is like to go through a schizophrenic episode. It is hoped this site will help demystify
schizophrenia by offering insights into a patient’s experience and perspective. In addition it provides general information on schizophrenia, treatments and coping on the road to recovery.

validation”. Compassion is “a deep awareness and understanding of the suffering of
another”. “Hope enables us to overcome
Continued from page 1
despair. Compassion develops courage to
she or he can, right now, at this very moment”. overcome fear… therefore your tendency
“Perhaps you believe she is manipulating you
to be selfish will decrease.” “Doubt, or
(or she is extremely willful), or that she could suspicion interfere with the cultivation of
do better if only she would try harder and
compassion as it requires faith”. The more
apply herself”. Porr asks, “Why would anyone you learn about the difficulties of your
want to be financially dependent on others,
loved one the easier it will be to cultivate
live on social security or welfare, continuously compassion. Empathy “is the ability to put
lose jobs or relationships, or spend so much
yourself in another’s person’s place and to
time in the emergency room? Accepting this
feel vicariously the other person’s feelings
idea will help you to decrease your judgmen- as if you were that person”.
tal attitude and will help foster acceptance of
the person as they are in the moment.” A per- Validation involves unconditional accepson with BPD wants to improve but s/he lacks tance: now, no judgment, as they are,- giving up controlling the other nor imposing
the skills to do what others take for granted.
your values or views. Porr says that to
People with BPD are also encouraged to live
in the moment. “They may not have caused all communicate unconditional acceptance,
you need to make an active effort to listen
their problems but they have to solve them
anyway.” This is called radical acceptance. The and observe what is said and how it is said,
felt or done in a nonjudgmental manner so
focus moves away from blaming and toward
effective problem solving. Part of acceptance that you can understand what is actually
being said and be able to unconditionally
involves being aware that your person is sufvalidate the person. People with BPP need
fering.
to feel unconditional acceptance; love
An important thing to remember is that trying is not enough. Porr asks that we accomto solve problems for your loved one does
modate them like you would if the person
not work. This makes the person feel less
needed a wheel chair or you would cook
competent and creates dependency. “The
differently if they had allergies.
person needs coaching and help to develop a People with BPD interpret families’ efforts
sense of his own accomplishment. The family as punishments or control. There is a grain
member must believe that their loved one has of truth when families ask their person to
the capacity to get through his emotional hell. do something they are not capable of –for
The family member needs to tolerate their
instance controlling their emotions when
own distress and give their loved one the op- they do not have the skills.
portunity to master life skills.”
Putting validation into action: Paying attention means that you observe the intent
Do not take the abusive words so personally.
of the communication, not agreeing, not
Most loved ones do care about you but get
criticizing or judging. During this phase you
very upset and cannot control everything that describe what you see. The facts are stated
comes out of their mouths; which is why they not interpreted. You can notice a thought,
apologize or change and act differently later.
“I can see that you thought that he had beAlso “Family members must accept responsitrayed you”. Describing is not about you, it
bility for their past insensitivity to their loved is about them what they feel and interpretone’s pain and develop compassion for her
it shows them you are paying attention.
present pain”. Family member must have a reAccurate Reflection is like a mirror, again
lationship of equals(Porr) or as Helene Busque without judgment. Reflection helps them
creator of our Borderline Training Course
feel heard. You can identify their thoughts
suggests the relationship must be based on
and assumptions and emotional responses.
respect and must be one from adult to adult. Use simple language. Reflecting their
A person with BPD often feels out of control
feelings legitimizes what they are feeland if you do anything to help, it looks like
ing. “I can only imagine how embarrassed
you are taking control. Even if it seems that
you felt”. Or “I sense you are really very
control is needed; if you act you are taking
angry about this.” You must use a tone of
away the person’s opportunity to learn. The
warmth and acceptance for the person to
family needs to let go and allow the loved one feel understood. “To reflect accurately you
to experience the consequences of his or her need to look at what happened and at your
own decisions and choices (Porr).
loved one’s response from her perspective,
regardless of what you personally think
Validation(according to Porr) requires that
about the situation, why it happened, or
you reflect back to what the other person is
how she responded”. Linehan says there is
feeling, even if you do not feel the same way
always a nugget of truth.
or do not agree with what s/he is feeling.
Validation involves sympathy, compassion and For intuitive understanding you must imagine how you would react if you were superempathy. Sympathy “is being sensitive to the
feelings of another. It is not pity but it can be sensitive, hyper vigilant and biased toward
negative thinking. All of the problems
misunderstood by borderlines and it is not
surface in situations of stress. Would yyou

Validation

make good decisions if you had these problems? “Research demonstrates that people
with BPD are shame and rejection prone, so
you can usually count on shame as the most
common emotional response”. Your job is to
try and imagine what feelings led up to the
shame-was it incompetence, fright anxiety or
loss. At first this may be difficult. They are not
you. As you get better at understanding these
thoughts and feelings and you express them
you will be validating your person. And they
will feel more secure. If you guess wrong keep
listening and you will learn. “In order to help
your person you just be able to see the world
through his eyes, and radically accept that his
reality is different from yours”.
Validation of the past can help a person to
accept how and why something happened.
Blaming present problems on past events
prevents a person from taking action in the
present and moving forward. Porr suggests
validating past experiences by acknowledging
past pain in the context of the present, will
help your loved one let go of the past pain
and move on to begin to live in the present.
Focusing on the way the world “should be” or
“should not be” is a way to distort reality. Your
loved one needs to see that neither wishing
nor denying reality can change reality.
Validating memories: When people with BPD
experience a pain, they feel other painful moments of their lives like they were living them
today. And then they replay them like a loop.
When this loop of pain starts you may defend
yourself or debate right and wrong with them
but all of this will fuel the emotional fire.
Porr suggests you try not to correct facts or
the logic of the member- instead validate the
emotions of the memory whether you agree
or not. If your person says “You were never
there for me”. You could reply, “It must be
awful to feel that I never was there for you.
But that was then and this is now. What are we
going to do right now.”
We make mistakes and it is good to acknowledge them. No one is perfect and we all feel
shame, humiliation, or guilt. We apologize
and move on. We acknowledge their negative
emotions and accept them. We all have dark
or negative emotions or thoughts from time
to time. We just don’t act on them. I encourage you to focus on how hard they are trying
to cope or control their behaviour. Try to
focus on the positive aspects of your loved
one’s behaviour and learn to find the nugget
of truth.
*Please read the entire book if you have a
loved one with BPD. There is a description of
the BPD neurological problems, validation,
Dialectical behaviour therapy and mentalization.

When a parent has bipolar disorder...
What kids want to know
Continued from page 3

available, including medicine and talk
therapy.
• Medicine helps to make the chemicals in
the brain work like usual. It can help people
with bipolar disorder to be able to think, feel
and behave more like their usual selves.
• Talk therapy gets people with bipolar
disorder to talk with a therapist about what
they are experiencing. The therapy helps
them learn new ways to cope and to think,
feel and behave in more positive ways.
Sometimes the therapist will talk to the children and the family too, which can also help
the person with bipolar disorder get better.
• There are also other kinds of treatment. If
a child has questions about the help that a
parent is getting, the child should ask to talk
with a doctor, nurse or counsellor.
Is there anything I can do to make my mom
or dad better?
• Family support is really important for
people who have bipolar disorder, but it is
the adults (such as doctors and therapists)
who are responsible for being the “helpers,”
not the kids.
• Even though you can’t fix bipolar disorder,
sometimes just knowing what your parent
is going through, and understanding that he
or she has an illness and can get better, can
help your parent.
Will it happen to me? Will I get it too?
• No one can ever know for sure if they will
get bipolar disorder at some point in their
lives.
• It’s natural to worry about this. Just like
other illnesses, such as arthritis and diabetes,
having bipolar disorder in your family might
put you at greater risk of getting bipolar disorder yourself. But the chance of NOT getting the illness is far greater than the chance
of getting the illness.
• It’s more important to focus on what you
can do to help yourself deal with stress and
lead a balanced life.
• If you are worried about getting bipolar
disorder, try and find an adult that you trust
to talk about your feelings.
Is there anything I can do so that I don’t get
bipolar disorder?
• One of the most important things that kids
can do to stay healthy and happy is to be
open about how they’re feeling. It’s healthy
to let parents or other grown-ups in their life
know what they’re going through.
• By talking to parents, another family
member, teacher or other grown-ups who
care, kids can get the help they need to feel
better and solve problems in their lives.
• Some kids who have a parent with bipolar
disorder don’t always talk about the times

when they’re feeling angry, sad, scared or
confused. They think they will just give
their parents something else to worry
about, or that others don’t want to hear
about those feelings. But that’s just not
true!
• Participating in sports, hobbies and other
activities with healthy grown-ups and kids
is important because it helps to have fun
and feel good about yourself.
• If the child is worried that he or she
might have really low moods or really high
moods, the child can talk to an adult (parent, teacher and/or family doctor) about
it.
Can parents give it to other people? Is it
like a cold? Can you catch bipolar disorder?
• No. Bipolar disorder isn’t like a cold.
There’s no germ. It’s not contagious.
• There is no way of catching it. So a child
could hang out with someone with bipolar
disorder without ever having to worry
about getting it.
What should I do if I am scared? What can
I do when I’m really worried about my
parent who has bipolar disorder?
• Sometimes children feel better if they
make an action plan with their parents
before they see mood changes in the parent with bipolar disorder. This helps them
make decisions about what to do when
they are scared.
• Action plans can include:
-making a list of “signs” that tell the
child the parent is doing well
-making a list of “signs” that tell the
child that the parent is not doing
well
-having the name and number of an
adult the child can call and
-writing down questions or worries.
• If the child is worried and has no one
to talk to, he or she can call the Kids Help
Phone at 1-800-668-6868 to talk to an
adult who can help.
• If there is an emergency and the child
needs someone there fast because he or
she is worried that someone might get
hurt or is hurt, the child can call 911.
• Sometimes people with bipolar disorder
need to be in the hospital for a while to
get better. If this happens, the child should
make sure to get all his or her questions
answered. Understanding what is going on
will help the child to worry less and feel
better about the situation.
Questions about self-harm
The questions we’ve listed touch on the
major issues of interest to children. How-

ever, children can ask many different questions
about family situations. Once a conversation
starts, it is difficult to know exactly what
children might ask. Most parents are able to
manage “spin-off” questions (e.g., Why is mom
in the hospital? When will she come home?).
The topic of suicide is harder to handle.
Many people with bipolar disorder do not
have suicidal thoughts. This is why we do not
include this material in question-and-answer
format. If questions arise around suicide or a
parent self-harming, here are some ideas on
how to share information with the child.
When children hear that someone is ill, they
naturally wonder if the person might die.
Children have asked if bipolar disorder can kill
a person. While suicide is a risk with bipolar
disorder, it is only one of the many symptoms
a person might have. Children should understand that bipolar disorder does not cause
the body to stop working, like a heart attack
might. So no, it doesn’t kill people. But there
are times when people with bipolar disorder
might feel so bad while depressed that they
say things like, “I want to die.” This can be a
scary thing for a child to hear. And, once in a
while, some people with bipolar disorder do
try to hurt or kill themselves when they think
and feel this way. When people feel this way,
they need to see their doctor and/or therapist
who can help.
Taken from Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health
If discussing this issue with children, it is
important to reassure them that:
• The parent has never wanted to hurt or kill
him or herself. (Say this only if it’s true.)
• If the parent were feeling so bad that he or
she wanted to die, a doctor, therapist or other
adult could help the parent keep safe and
stop feeling that way.
Taken from a pamphlet from
Center for Addiction and Mental Health
http://www.camh.net/

Nominations for the Nominations for
Board of Directors
the Françoise Vien
Award

Once again Friends for Mental Health is in need of volunteers to
occupy positions on the Board of Directors, an essential element
to any organization. This is a great opportunity to represent your
association.

This award recognizes the contribution of an individual or
Francoise
organization in the mental health
What is a Board of Directors?
Vien
field that advances the cause of
A Board of Directors of a non-profit corporation are usually unAward
families who have someone with a
paid volunteers who are trustees of the corporation (agency) who
represent and are responsible to the agency’s clients, to the commu- mental illness.
nity, to funders, to the government, and to taxpayers as a whole.
The award ceremony will take
place each June at the annual
The Board of Directors are responsible for seeing that the agency
general meeting.
2012
keeps the promises described in the agency’s mission and values
statements, and for assuring that the agency is accountable for act- Mrs. Vien has founded or cofounded (all community organizaing within the laws governing the operations of non-profit corpora- tions that still exist): FriendsforMental Health, Community
tions. There are many of these laws and they represent the interests Perspective inMental Health, Services InterventionPsychosocial(SIPS)-Crisis Centre, TheFederationofFamiliesand
of local, state, and federal government. If your interested please
Friendsofthepeople withmentalillness(FFAPAMM) and Équipe
contact us at (514) 636-6885
Entreprise.

Conference For Persian
Speaking Community
MENTAL ILLNESS AWARENESS
AND AVAILABLE RESOURCES
(Persian and English)
Sunday, March 11th from 2:00 —5:00
at the Concordia University SGW Campus
Room: (Hall Building) H763
1455 Boulevard de Maissonneuve West
Montreal, Qc H3G 1M8

Punk Rawk
Benefit Concert

Through darkness comes light. Through
fear, comes hope.

A group of friends have come together
once again to organize the Punk Rawk
Princess Benefit Concert which supports Friends For Mental Health.
The event began after the tragic loss of someone very dear to them
in order to encourage an increase awareness and acceptance of
mental illness.
This year the concert will take place on Friday,
April 6th at the Sala Rossa (4848 Boulevard
Saint-Laurent,Montreal H2T 1R5), doors open at
8:30 p.m.
Please call us at (514) 636-6885 for tickets ($15) or
visit their website at www. http://prpbenefit.
ca/ for more information.
Let’s honour the memory of those we’ve lost
by showing them what we can accomplish
together.

Submit your nominations before April 30th , you can download
the form from our website at www.asmfmh.org.

Membership Renewal
Membership renewal for all members will take place in April
2012 in order to facilitate the renewal process. This will alleviate
administrative duties and will be easier for members to renew
at the same time each year. In view of this fact, please consider
making a donation. Our services are free so give a little extra.
This year our donations are low. Please support your organization so that quality services and support can continue. Thank
you.

Thank you
We’d like to thank these organizations and
foundations for their support this past quarter:

Beaconsfiled Oldtimers Hockey Association
Borough of Pierrefonds-Roxboro
MNA for Jacques-Cartier-Geoffrey Kelley
Pointe Claire Oldtimers
Zhubin Foundation

